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Abstract: The importance of saving, specifically in the particular case of Romania, is 
relieved by the fact that supplies the necessary financial resources for a “healthy” 
economic recovery and growth. Accordingly, saving finance the investment from domestic 
sources and do not expose the national economy to the risks and disturbances which 
come when the economy is financed mainly with resources from financial foreign markets.  
The last financial crisis, which in many south European countries still an ongoing one, 
demonstrated again how “toxic” can be the economic dependence of the foreign capital 
inflows, the positive influence of the national saving being more than relevant in this case.  
The purpose of this article is to determine if there is a connection between saving and so 
called twin deficits, public deficit and current account deficit, as main macroeconomic 
indicators, in the economy of Romania during the 2003 – 2013 years. Particular attention 
is also given to the national investment situation and to the household saving behavior 
before and after the financial crises has started. The research methods is based on a 
qualitative approach and includes mainly methods of observation, value comparison and 
critical analyze of theories and data collected. First part of the research comprises a 
qualitative analyze of the theoretical relation and  implications of the variables analyzed, 
so that in the second part to have an empirical data research which includes tables and 
figures with the evolution of these three economic indicators in Romania. The conclusions 
of this article lead to a correlation which is conditioned by the economic cycles and its 
influences over the economy. The findings of this research work would help economic 
policy makers to improve their macroeconomic decisions.  
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1. Introduction  
The importance of having a high level of national savings is revealed by the strong 
connection between saving and investment on one side, and on the other, side the 
country economic growth, the foreign capital can play just a substitute limited role of the 
domestic saving in financing the national investment ( Dumitru , Mircea and Jianu 2011) .  
Deleverage is one of the major risk for an economy financed mainly from abroad. In the 
Romania’s economy, after the financial crises has started, the deleverage effects are 
more than visible, during the 2008 -2014 the foreign banks withdrew from the Romanian 
economy 9.1 billion EURO, accordingly to data issued by Romanian National Bank – BNR 
and still hold in October 2014 just 13 billion EURO from the external credit lines opened to 
their parent bank, up against 22.1 billion EURO held in December 2008. This situation has 
had a significant impact in the Romanian economy and decreased the national investment 
level by each year following the start of the financial crises. 
A high level of domestic saving stock would have reduced the negative action of the 
foreign banks deleveraging process and would have allowed that a significant financial 
resources  demand, from private or public destination, to be covered by domestic capital, 
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avoiding the major exposing risk to CDS cost (credit default swap – consider to be the 
insurance cost for  non-payment and which do not reflects only the situation, performance 
or the economic and political stability, but also the external markets conditions, in  many 
times with negative influence and, of course, outside any domestic control).         
An adequate savings stock need a developed domestic capital market in order to ensure 
alternative channels for financing public sector, but most important, private capital 
demand. Therefore, the dependence of the foreign capital and classical finances sources 
can be significantly diminished.      
Low levels of national saving in the long run cause low levels of national investments, this 
situation affects in a negative way not only the economic development potential of any 
national economy but also has serious implication about  the population living standard. 
Therefore, in a short term a low or decreasing saving level can be, at least in part, 
replaced by the foreign financial capital inflows, in this case without having a significant 
impact on the investment level in the national economy. 
But on a long term this theory is not sustainable, practice demonstrated us that a  long 
and persistent decrease in the level of savings stock  imply a decreasing  investment 
activity, with all the negative effects which comes from this situation ( decreasing the 
general economic activity  and the population welfare).     
Feldstein (1992) mentioned this idea of existing a significant difference between the 
decreasing of national saving influence over the investments process in the short run and, 
respectively, in the long run. If in the short term the financial flows coming from abroad 
compensate the decrease in the national saving, in the long run the situation is 
dramatically changed, a decrease in the domestic saving process will determine a 
decrease in the level of domestic investment.  
 
 
2. Saving, public deficit and current account deficit – theoretical approach and 
correlation   
The concept of saving represents, either has a public or a private destination, the income 
part remained after it has been diminished with consumption expenses, by the case, 
public or private.  
In other words, saving can be defined as that part of the income which is not consumed. It 
is important to have here a clear distinction between the concept of saving as an ongoing 
process and savings as a stock. The process of saving is analyzed for a period of time, a 
process in evolution, in conclusion considered to be a flow variable. By the opposite, 
savings, as a result of a saving process represent a total value ( stock) of funds ( incomes) 
accumulated by the end of the time period, in this respect considered to be a stock 
variable.    
National saving (S) ca be simply expressed through the following mathematical identities 
(Ball and Mankiw 1995 ) : 
Starting from the gross domestic product equation in a closed economy we have Y = C +I 
+ G, where C is private consumption, I represents investment and G is public spending. 
As in a closed economy saving equals investment, replacing I with S in the above 
mentioned identity we will have the following expression of national saving:  
 S = Y-C-G, this central identity results from the subsequently presented saving 
mathematical identities.  
National saving is consider to be the sum of the two major components, public (Sg) and 
private saving (Sp - private saving consists form household and company saving). 
Private saving (Sp) can be expressed as follows:  Sp= Y – T –C, as private income part 
remained after consumption expenses and taxes (T) has been paid .  
If we refer only to public saving (Sg) we can have the following identity: Sg= T- G,which 
means that public saving (Sg) is the difference between public income ( in this case T as 
taxes collected to the government budget ) and public expenses. When public income 
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exceed the public spending, we have a public surplus or it ca be formulated as a positive 
public saving. It is also used the concept of negative public saving, in this case the 
government budget is in a situation of a public deficit ( public expenses exceed the 
revenues).  
National saving (S) as an amount of public saving ( Sg) and private saving (Sp) equals the 
follows identities: S = Sg + Sp = (Y-T-G) + (T-G) = Y –C –G, which means that national 
saving is the part of the gross domestic product  which is not spend on private or public 
consumption. 
A first notice of the dependence relation between public deficit and national saving, 
through the public positive or negative saving, can be simply observed from the above 
presented mathematical identities. 
Current account reflects the relations of a national economy with abroad, the goods and 
services inputs and outputs, revenues and current capital transfers considered during a 
specific period of time. It also can be stated as a difference between saving and 
investment, the existence of a current account deficit reflects a domestic imbalance 
between saving and investment. It means that the demanded level of investment cannot 
be supported from the national savings stock, therefore the economy is forced to import 
savings from other world economies, generating a current account deficit.  
When a current account deficit condition occurs, the economy does not generate internally 
through saving sufficient funds to be able to cover totally the capital demand needed for 
investment. If the capital funds generated by the saving process would be sufficiently or 
even exceed the demand for investment, the savings surplus will be exported abroad to 
meet foreign demand for investment.  
As Feldstein (1992) noticed, an increasing current account deficit is primarily reflected in a 
decreased national investment rate, in a long run, national saving is a predetermined 
variable of the investment process.  
From an accounting prespective, considering current acount (CA) as net exports ( 
inclusive net income from abroad ), current account is equivalent with the  difference 
between  saving and investment, as the next identity shows: 
CAt = St – It (Olivei P.G. 2000). Which means that the current account deficit represents 
the difference between national saving and national level of investment during the period 
of time t. 
Accordigly to this identity a positive value of CAt, as an existence of a current account 
surplus, reflects a higher level of savings comparing with the demand level for investment. 
A negative CAt, as an expresion of an current account deficit, results from the situation 
when the funds invested in the economy exceed the actual savings stock level. In other 
words, a current account deficit reflects ultimately the disparity between savings and 
investment. 
If we focus again on saving, from the last identity of current account we can extract the 
following saving mahematical expression: 
S = I + CA, which mainly indicates that the national saving has two uses: first, to increase 
the permanent capital stock throw investment and secondly, to increase the national 
capital stock of foreign assets by lending domestic savings to foreigners or by foreign 
assets aquisitions, as an equivalent of the balance current account (Abel, Bernanke and 
Croushore 2011). 
  
 
3. The causality relation between saving and twin deficits   
How public deficit influence national saving results from the following main equation: S = Y 
– C – G . 
As the magnitude of the public deficit ( G) is determined by an increase in public 
expenses, but also by a decrease in the revenues collected to the public budget as a 
result of a tax cutting, the level of  national saving can be influenced as follows: 
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-an increase in the public deficit G as a result of a of higher level of   public expenses, 
ceteris paribus, will decrease the national saving S; 
-if the increase in public deficit is the result of a cutting taxes process, the decline of the 
national saving will not have the same proportion with the public deficit  increase, due the 
fact that a certain part of the tax reduction will be reflected in the households or 
companies income increase; 
- in the situation of a public deficit reduction with all other variables being constant, the 
national level of saving will increase. 
Believers of the Ricardian equivalence are against the idea that a decrease in taxes will 
be followed by a decrease in saving and furthermore by an increase of current account 
deficit. The Ricardian equivalence theory consider that a public deficit generated by a tax 
cutting, will create an increasing demands of capital resources for financing the 
government budget. The credit instruments ( loan, bonds ) used to cover the financing 
demand and the corresponding interest costs will be followed inevitably by an increase in 
taxes (Abel, Bernanke and Croushore 2010).    
The entire theory is actually based on the assumption that the population will anticipate 
this increasing future public demand for financial resources and will react against by 
changing their saving behavior in order to avoid a decrease in their future income. 
Consequently, they will supplementary increase their savings which will not increase 
thereby the private consumption.     
Therefore, according to this theory, an increase in the public deficit, as a result of a tax 
cutting, it will have a neutral effect over the national saving, the impact of a decrease in 
the public saving will be balanced out by an increase in household savings.  
But in practice we can notice that a tax cutting has an immediate effect over the 
household income, generating also  an increase in their consumption (even though we 
can accept that a part, but a much smaller one, will also increase the savings, if we follow 
the Keynesian theory of saving and consumption). An increase in private consumption will 
decrease the national saving and will increase the current account deficit. 
Equally, consumers in general, population in particular, in their vast majority, they do not 
hold the appropriate knowledge for a thorough understanding of the macroeconomics 
processes. This is one of the reasons why they are not able to anticipate that a higher 
public deficit now, will involve an increase in taxes later and a future decrease in their 
personal income. 
Public deficit may generate various effects over an economy, but they all derive from a 
single initial effect: public deficit reduces national saving ( national saving as the sum of 
public and private saving, a government deficit, which means a negative public saving,  
will result a smaller value of national saving than private saving ) (Ball and Mankiw 2002). 
Economists consider that the public deficit is the main cause of current account deficit and 
the causality connection between these two deficits rely on the following statement: an 
increase in the public deficit will increase the current account deficit, if only, the increase in 
public deficit will reduce national saving (Abel, Bernanke and Croushore 2010). 
Current account deficit is consequently influenced by the extent in which public deficit 
reduce national savings. The interrelation between these two deficits and national saving 
can be also explained as follows: an increase in public deficit, followed by a decrease in 
the domestic savings stock, will reduce the financial flow intended for abroad investments 
and it will focused more on financing the domestic increasing public demand, therefore 
having a direct influence over the current account balance. 
 
 
4. Saving and twin deficits in the Romanian economy  
With the main purpose of observing and analyzing the correlation between twin deficits 
and saving in the Romanian economy, an empirical research was made based on the data 
found during the 2003-2013 period. 
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As can be noticed in Table 1, starting with the 2007 year but more pronounced during 
2008 -2010, public saving in Romania had a strong negative influence over the gross 
national saving, period which consists in a high level of public expenses and from the last 
part of 2008 in a sudden decrease in the government budget income. Thereby , public 
deficit or the public negative saving, recorded in 2009 year, when the financial crisis 
exacerbated in Romania, the negative value of 9.03 % of GDP, continuing to record high 
values in the next two years of - 6.7 % for 2010 and -5.6 for 2011 percentage of GDP.  
Public deficit decreased in the second part of 2010 as a results of governmental anti -crisis 
firm measures of increasing taxes (the VAT value increased from 19 to 24 % and a 
progressive taxation of the real estate properties), cutting the public sector employees 
wages with 25 %, eliminated of the 13

th
 wage from the same public sector and additional 

retirement pensions taxation. The  anti-crisis measures has generated expected effects, 
as we can see in Table 1, only on the income side, public expenditures still increased in 
2010 as compared with 2009 year. 
From Table 2 data and considering gross national saving components ( public saving, 
private household and private companies saving ), we can notice that between 2003-2008 
household saving had also a negative influence, the only component which positively 
supported the gross national saving was private companies saving. An increasing trend in 
household saving had started in 2007 and recorded a strong switch from a negative to a 
positive contribution as from 2009. This situation influenced national saving which followed 
the same increasing trend ( in 2009 reached the value of 21.22), offsetting the sharp 
negative influence of public saving ( -9.03 % in the same year).      
Even though in Romania public deficit increased sharply starting with 2009, the national 
saving increased as well. In this situation we are tempted to consider that there is no 
compliance with the theory of the correlation influence between public deficit and national 
saving.  On a closer analyze we can notice that the increase in national saving was 
strongly influenced by a speed-up in the household saving process, which due to a 
precautionary motives generated by the financial crises, changed their saving behavior. 
Therefore they drastically reduce consumption and increased saving.  
We can observe here that at the beginning of recession, the Romanian household 
consumption-saving behavior comply with a “Minsky moment” as a part of a “Minsky 
cycle” (Minsky H., 1986). When economy had registered strong economic growth the 
household enthusiastic and optimistic behavior increased their consumption, even 
exceeding their disposable income. Encouraged by a stimulating and accessible credit 
bank policy, they rapidly run in an over debt situation which led household saving into a 
negative territory. 
Even though the start of the financial crises had a negative reflection in the household 
income (accompanied by the government anti-crises measure which furthermore 
decreased their revenue), they changed their consumption – saving behavior and 
increased saving. As a result, household gross saving, as a percentage of the Romania 
GDP, jumped from a value of -1.7 in 2008 to 7.6 in 2009 as we can see in Table 2.   
This increase in saving, due to the change in household behavior, is also a part of “Minsky 
cycle”. The changed behavior can be now defined as a pessimistic and risk averse, with a 
precautionary attitude which reduce the part of the income primarily intended for 
consumption, consequently, leaving more room for saving. This moment marked also the 
beginning of a deleveraging household debt process, which is currently underway.   
From the information revealed in Table 1 an 2 and with a better representativeness in 
Figure 1, we may conclude that between 2008 and 2011,  the correlation theory of the 
three variables analyzed ( public deficit will increase the current account deficit if only 
national saving decrease), it is not sustainable in and this situation favors the believers of 
the Ricardian equivalence.  
As data showed, in spite of some large public deficits between 2008 and 2011, current 
account deficit decreased by each year starting with 2009 (see Table 1 and 2). But this is 
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a particular situation and was caused by the strong manifestation of the financial crises in 
the Romanian economy in the analyzed period, which generated specific behavioral 
occurrences for the cyclicality of the economic processes. In the Romanian economy of 
those years, the foreign investment dropped in 2009 (see Table 3 and Figure 2) and the 
household saving significantly increased, both actions actually canceled the effects of the 
large public deficit and  led  to an increase in the current account deficit to a more 
sustainable levels . 
Consequently as we can see in Table 2, for the last years of the time frame, the current 
account deficit continually and consistently decreased from the value of 13.426 at the 
2008 end to 4.24 in the year of 2013. Besides the influence already mentioned of the 
foreign investment and household saving,  a decreased level of current account deficit is 
also the result of  an important change in the Romania’s balance of trade. The trade deficit 
was reduced by a decrease in the imports value ( due to a pronounced decrease in 
domestic consumption but also a reduction in the foreign acquisitions of knowhow 
associated with foreign investments) but also to significant increase in the exports value, 
which in 2014 reached a record value for the Romanian economy, over 50 billion Euro .  
 
 
5. Conclusions  
If we link the negative public saving data for all the period analyzed, as seen in Table 1, 
with the data from Table 2, we conclude that between 2003-2008 household saving has 
also a negative influence over the gross national saving, companies private saving 
remained to be the only possible component which brought the national saving into a 
positive territory. But as we can see in Figure 1, surely the increase in national saving has 
had a positive correlated influence in reducing the current account deficit.  
In the Romania’s 2003-2013 economy,  the correlation of these three indicators – saving, 
current account and public deficit – follow more the economic theory in the first and last 
part of the time frame and less,  in the middle , between 2008 and 2011. This is due to the 
different economic conditions of the time frame chosen: prosperity period, which economy 
had registered until the first half of 2008, immediately followed by a strong manifestat ion of 
the financial, economic and debt crises, as at the end (2012-2013) to see the glimpses of 
a hesitant start toward a period of economic recovery.   
The correlation analyze of the twin deficits and saving presented in this research work 
discloses that the different occurrence of the financial-economic processes through boom 
and recession periods is equally followed. The degree of correlation or non-correlation is 
strongly influenced by the economic cycle and its features.  Thereby we can observe that 
the economic subjects behavior does not differ only between countries or regions, but it is 
also considerable different in time, depending on the economic situation (for instance the 
household saving behavior differs in time for periods of economic growth or recession, 
being in a direct correlation with the cyclical occurrence of economic processes, in this 
way supporting or not the theories of economics). 
A profound knowledge of the importance of saving and the correlation effects with public 
deficit and current account deficit,  may help public decision makers to issue more 
appropriate policies designated to alleviate the economic cycles impact and finally, to 
increase the population standard of living .  
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